mobile browser market share

This graph shows the market share of mobile browsers worldwide from Jan - Dec Chrome has
%, Safari has % and UC Browser has %. This graph shows the market share of mobile
browsers worldwide from Sept - Sept Chrome has %, Safari has % and Samsung Internet.
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This report lists the market share of the top browsers in use, like Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Chrome, Safari, and Opera.Browser Market Share Worldwide Jan to July The usage share of
web browsers is the proportion, often expressed as a percentage, of visitors . In March , for the
first time in the US the number of mobile-only adult internet.This timeline shows the market
share held by the leading mobile internet browsers worldwide from January to February In the
most recently.In this graphic you can see the market share held by the leading mobile internet
browsers on a monthly basis from January to April In the most.Most of the data around web
browser market share puts Google Chrome or Safari at the top – with their percentage of the
market varying by.Browsers not included on site. The following tables display the browsers
logged by StatCounter that are not accounted for Desktop browser versions Mobile browsers
Usage share statistics by StatCounter GlobalStats for August, Global desktop and mobile
browser market share. Chrome Safari Firefox Internet Explorer UC Browser % 7 January
Chrome Safari.areppim pie chart and statistics of worldwide percent market share of mobile
browsers. Three mobile browsers make 83% of the total world.Safari keeps it steady and has
its biggest share in the mobile and tablet market. Web browser usage (cross-platform) trend
from 5/07–05/Safari is the main competitor to Chrome on mobile, with a market share of %,
but falls far behind Chrome's mobile market share of %.The browser statistics for the current
month of all Stetic users. See all browser market September Here you see the market shares of
the most used browsers for the current month. 2, Safari Mobile 11, %. 3, Firefox , %.This is an
important point. The browser market share can vary a lot depending on location. Mobile
browser market share in Germany. Source.5 days ago Web Browser Market Share. Chrome.
%. Safari. %. Firefox. %. Internet Explorer & Edge. %. Opera. %. Top 10 Web Browsers.% of
them used a desktop, % were on mobile and only % on a It's interesting how this "All
platform" browser market share from.Mobile web browsers (Global marketshare) mobile
Opera mobile Firefox mobile Microsoft Edge mobile Internet Explorer mobile Dolphin
Other/Unknown Aug.Not so long ago, Opera's ultra-lightweight browser, Opera Mini, used to
be the top mobile browser in Africa. Not anymore. The company has lost.Globally, Opera has
a 5% market share on the mobile browser market after having ceded control to the dominance
of Google's Chrome.Browser Statistics The Most Popular Browsers Click on the browser
names to see detailed browser information: .. Mobile browsers statistics SHARE.
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